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Descriptive Study of Headaches

Swnmnry

In 100 patienE prcsentbg; with
Iwadnnhe at the Ga-Rankupa out-
patient d,epartrnent tuto main cate
gories of headnnhe, oryanic and,
d,ysfimctinnal, werc diagnnsed
Dysfimctional lwadnnhps prcdnmi-
nated and, of th,ese tensian lwad-
onhes wene tlw eomm,onest Fe
mal,es wene affected mnre thnn
males The sfud,y slwwed thnt tlw'frm.e prcsenf, fantnr and, tlw
pattent, of ocantenne wete impor
tnnt in distiryAishW betuteen
dffircnt gpes of lwodaclrcs

INTRODUCTION

rnHE aim of this shrdy was merely to be descriptive of
r outpatients with the main complaint of headnrhe seen
at our family medicine departrnent Ga-Rankuwa hospitaL
It was our intention to see what the problems were that
one would encounter during such a study. The method is
therefore more important than the results.

METHOD
1. Criteria for admission to the shrdy

Those presenting with the main complaint of headache.

2. Interviewing technique:
I starbed the interview by encouraging the patient to
speak about his problerrl facilitating the conversation
Only at the end did I ask specific questions, using a
check list (See fig. 1).

3. Medical examination:
For this I also used the check list (See fu. 1); I did a
frrller examination when it was required, but I wouldn't
do so for a "flu", for example.

4. Sampling
Patients were not seen at specific times of the day or
certain days of the week, but rather at any time of day
and any day of the weeb making sure that days and
times differed In a pilot study it was found that a
different kind of patient from those who came early in
the moming would come later in the afbemoon
Conceivably also a different kind of patient would come
on the Monday moming after the weekend, from those
that came on a Friday, or in the middle of the week

As far as time of the year was concemed I saw all the
patients during the period August-November (ie over
exam-time for childrer! for example).

Figure I Check List

*Name, addresg age and sex
*Ilistory

1. Time aspect
Time presenl fiequency, duration of attack, periodicif,
association with important event-s in patient's Me.

2. Distribution
3. Character

eg pressing throbbing. aching. stabbing
4. Influencing factors:

(a) precipitating
(b) aggravating (eg light noise, heal reading)
(c) rclieving

5. Degree:
sleep intemtption work intemrption

6. Associated feahres
sleeping pattenl depressiorl nause4 vomiting, menstruatior;
conhaception.

7. Social history
(a) family situation
(b) occupatioq work situation, Ievel of education
(c) shess areas in life.

8. Family history
9. Past medical history
10. Habits:

te4 coffee, alcohol
*Medical examination
Pulse, blood pressure, visior\ fi.mdi, ear, nose and ttuoa! Iocal
examination (eg temporal arteries, teeth mastoids), chest and abdomen

5. Patient management
When I had arrived at an assessment, I decided whether
to manage the patient myself, or to refer the patient to a
specialf (ie psychiatry, intemal medicine, neurcsurgery
or ophthalmology). Those that were managed by me, I
hied to get back for follow-up, and in this way I could
(in some cases) confirm or change my assessment I
rekieved the bedletbers of the ref'erred cases for
analysis.

The mnst useful hstrumefi in
tlrc d,iagnnsii 

"f 
headanhe, is a

tll"*rrgh histary,

RESIILTS

L A Breakdown of the Diagnoses.

I saw 100 patients with the main complaint of headache
during this study, over a period of 3 months. Table I gives
a breakdown of those 100 patients into number of patients
per diagnosis. Note that there were 116 diagnoses. The
additional 16 came from patients with more than one [pe
of headache (eg tension headache and migraine; organic
headache and tension headache, etc.).

The diagnoses were divided into two broad categories:
firnctional and organig and then subdivided further
according to the classificatron of the "Ad Hoc Committee
for Classffication of Headaches"t. I adapted it slightly to
make the mechanism morc clear. I found this classification
to be comprehensive and workable.
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Descriptive Study of Headaches

TABLE L CI,ASSIFICATION

TWO MAIN CATEC,ORIES
Male Female

I DYSFUNCTIONAI;

1. Tension headache 13 36

2. Migraine
- common
* classic
- cluster
- other

3. Mixed (tersion headache and (2) (4)
migraine)

4. Psychogenic 4 7

5. Nasal vasomotor

Total 21 59

ORGANIC:

1. Vascular:
Systemic infections (malaria flq
typhoid):
Hangover
Caffeine withdrawal
Hypertension
Other vascular

2. Tlactionheadache (inbacra-
trial):

Brain hrmour
Haematoma (eg subdural)
Brain abcess
Brain oedema

3. Inhcranial inflammation
Meningitis
Subamchnoid haemorrhage

4. Extracranial shrctur€s:
Eyes (eye shain, other eye pain)
Aural
Nasal (sinusses)
Dental
Other exhacranial shuctures
Nerves (neuritides, neu€lgias)

Total

l 1

2 2

- 1 1

3 5 8

2016

(6)

- 2 2

2 4 6

15 21 36

FIGIjRE 2: SEVDIAGNOSIS
NTJMBER

Figiure 2 illustates graphically the 100 patients according to
their primary diagnoses (2nd diagnoses omitbed). Note that
ftat

a 32% were males (Male:Female : 32.68).

O Male and female numberc werc almost equal for the
organic headaches (Male:Female : 13:14).

O Note: A male:female ratio of 19.54 for the dysfunctional
headaches, was found

O Dysfi:nctional headaches wele much morc cornmon than
organic headaches (ntto 73:27).

O Tension headaches constihrted the biggest proportion of
the dysfi:nctional headaches (tension headaches the rest
48:25).
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The sexual ffierence between organic and dysfirnctional
headaches was statistically sigrrificant at the 5% level
(P20,05), using the Chi-square method This is in keeping
with what other authors have fotmds.

The difference in incidence between the organic and
dysfi-rnctional headaches (27:73) was highly significant
statistically - at the 0,17o level (P20,001). This again is in
keeping with the literahrre, where it is said that up tn 90%
of headache sufferBrs have either migraine or tension
headache. One must note thoug[ that that was in a
headache clinic setting3'a, and this study was carried out in a
pdmary care contact sihration

Ftgare 3 shows the distuibution of drasto lir blnod prcssures of the
100 patients.

TOTAIT 100 PATIENI"TS

9G106 10G120 > 1
DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE: mm Hg
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The blmd pressure profile must be very near to that of the
average adult population seen at our hospitaf although a
conbol study was not done. If one looks again at Table I
one can see that only one out of the 116 diagnoses was
"hyperbensive headache" - the sarne number as
"meningitis"!

Classically, hypertensive headache are present on waking
up in the momings, are throbbing, and are made worse or
precipitated by lyrng down It is said that hypertersion
doesn t cause a headache unless the diastolic blood
pr€ssure exceeds 120-140 mmHgz's'o - and is usually
suboccipital in distribution

In only 2 out of 117 diagnoses was headache due ta poor
uisinileye stoin - the same number as "subdural
haematoma". The headache caused by eye sbain is
described as being within the orbil moderate to severe,
often nochmal, aggravated by use of the eyes, and may
radiate to the temporal areas?€'e. Especially patients with
hypermehopia and poor convergence suffer from this.

flgtae 4 shows;
1. the visual acuity of the 100 patients,
2. the proportion refened to our ophthalmologr clinic and
3. the proportion in whom an "eye headache" was

confirmed With "eye headache", I mean:
i) eye shain (hypermetnpia/poor convergence) - 2

patients
ii) other eye headaches (here due to an optic neuritis

and an inflamed pterigium) - also 2 patients.

Note that the "eye headaches" come finm the "normal
vision group", and those with severely impaired vision It
seems therefore that visual acuity is not a very usefi:l way
of excluding an "eye headache". Patients suffering finm
hypermetopia as well as those with poor convelgence,
could have normal vision when tested with the Snellen
chart

IL Characteristics
Not all the characteristics mentioned in the check list will
be analysed, (although they were all done), but only the

most usefi.rl and interesting ones. Note that the following
figures, illushated by histograms, say mor€ about how
corsistently I applied these characteristics in arriving at the
various diagnoseg than about the frequency of the various
characteristics in a particular headache. The findings are in
keeping with the literature, thougtu As mentioned in the
beginning, this is a descriptive sflrdy and one must not see
it as more than that One does however. observe certain
trends.

a Time aspects:
Ftgure 5 shows the difference rn time present between migraing
tension headaches and organic headaches. Note that actual
patient numbers were not used, but "percentage of relative
freouenct''.

It is evident that tension headache numbers peak at a
dnration of I-12 months, while migraine peaks at a
duration of 1-10 years Organic headaches are of much
shorter duration, generally speaking since they peak at 1-6
days.

FIGURE 4: VISUAL ACUTTY

VISION
MTAU1OO
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FIGIIRE 5: TTME PRESENT
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The statistical significance was P20,05 when comparing
tension headache and organic headache for 1-10 yearg and
Pl0,00I when comparing them for 1-6 days.
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Oryanic lwodnnhes ate mninly
isolnted antd, of slwn dwa,tinn
but funsinn lrcadnnhes and,
migruinp reeur ouer a perind of
time.

This shows therl that "time presend' was quite important
in disting'uishing the major types of headache from each
other (ie organic and dysfi.mctional). This is in keeping with
other publications which say that time present is the single,
most usefirl distinguishing characteristic, and that the
shofter the duratior! the greater the reason for concernt0.
In this shrdy the headaches due to subdural haematoma
had been present for 4 days and 2 weeks respectively, the
headache due to meningitis for 3 weeks, and the one due
to rehobulbar neuritis for 3 weela as well

Figre| shows the differcnce ntime paltem behreen migraine,
tension headache and organic headaches.

This illushates clearly that organic headaches are mainly
isolnted and that tension headaches and migraine rccur
over a period of time. This was higfrly significant
(P20,001). Taken together with the prerious results, one
can say that orgarric headaches ale mainly isoiated
headaches, of short duration - ie acute single episodes.

It is true that most of them are due to common causes like
fltt, I'ever, sinusitis, etc, but these can usually be diagnosed

quite easily by means of a proper examination The
mentioned cases of meningitis, subdural haematoma and
optic neuritis are examples of the mt,r'e serious organic
headaches.

Figlre 7 illustrnting frequerrcy of afracks of migraine, tension
headache and organic headache, demonstrates an in-
teresting differentiating aspect bet,veen migraine and
tension headache. As one can see clearly, tension headache
peaks very significantly (P20,001) at'lf day" and
migraine at "more fiequent than once per mont[ and less
than once per week". Taken together with the previous

Crapb it is evident that tension headaches are episodical
(occuring at times of shess) or daily (l/dav) headaches,
and migraine occrlrs more commonly regularly, at a
frequency of less than once per week and more than once
per month This is in keeping with the literatu'er'1l 1!'r3.

One must note that there is an overlap between the two,
where migraine and tension headache occur more
frequently than once per week and less than daily.
Sometimes tension headache was throbbing and not
dull, and when it occurred less than daily it was almost
impossible to distinguish it from migraine. This is why
some authors say that one should speak of "benign
recuring headaches" rather than tension and migaine
headaches. They say that typical migraine falls at one end
of a spectrum. and the tvoical tension headache at the

FIGI,]RE 7: FREQUENCY OF ATTACKS

FIGIIRE 6: TIME PATTERN
m[ t'AmN: TBNSION Hl]mACI{n

'l 'lNlE PAmDRN: ORG-NC HHN)A('HE
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Symptnms of awie$ 
"d 

q
pnesswn wefe fnnfe eonwwflly
associntud with ten^sian lwod-
arehe.

Agrauting, precipilating and rulieuilq factors were found to
be usefi;l too, and the patient should be questioned about
these (eg fuht aggravating, and a darkened room relieving
migraine; vascular headaches being aggravated by stooping
coughing or shaining sinusitis aggravated by bending
forwards: etc).

As far as degree is concemed, migraine was more
commonly disabling than tension headache (Pl0,0D -
See trg're s. This is in keeping wittr the literahue -
tension headache is more often low-grade, and not very
intensers. Organic headaches were also more commonly
disabling tlran tension headaches, because of the systemic
involvement ofben present

Viswl anuify d.res rlrlt wern a
uery use@ wW of exefud,ing an'eye hnadache'.

Descriptive Study of Headaches

other end, with a continuum inbetweenxn. This was also
rny experience to a cerbain exbenl but by means of a
carefi.rl history and follow-up, I could mostly differentiate
quite clearly between the two.

b. Other aspectsi

Fiqwe 8 shows the difference n disbibtti,on between the
different headaches - migraine, tension headache and
systemic infections (the most cornmon cause of organic
headaches). Although there is an overlap it is clear that

1. Tension headache peaks at frontal bi-temporal neck
and vertex aleas.

2. Migraine peaks at one temple, frontal and around the
eyes, and neck

3. Systemic infections peak at frontal and bi-temporal

It was impossible to test for statistical siffrificance in a
meaningful way, but the tendency is clear. Aicording to the
literature, this is the disfuibution one would expect of those
headacheditn.

FIGURE 8: DISTR,IBUTION
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Of the associated feah-ueq I decided to test especially
ncuseo (see fielre l0) since many people say that nausea is
the most important distinguishing feature between migraine
and tension headachdr'c (68% with rurusea had migraine,
and 83% without nausea had tension headache, in one
shrdyt5).A very high statistical significance was atlained
when comparing either tension headache or organic
headache with migraine in this rcgard p110,001). It is
important to note that here, as elsewhere, there is an area of
overlaf''6 (see the histogram).

Symptoms of aruiefr and deprcssbn were more commonly
associated with tension headache, which is in keeping with
the literahrrera'15'r8, Numbers were too small to attain
statistical significance.

DISCUSSION

The most useful instument in the diagnosis of headache, is
a thorough historyll. One should start in an open-ended
way, but have a mental check list available to make sure
one gets all the information One should get enough
backgror.rnd information to get to Imow the patient A
medical examination is also necessary, since the dangerous

conditiors (eg meningitig subdural haematoma, brain
hrmor) can only be- picked up that way, although the
history can already alert one to the possibility.

Follow-up is generally another important tool in the hand of
the primary care doctor, and especially when dealing with a
headache patienta, provided one can exclude the
dangerous conditions with the first visit As illusfated, this
shouldn't be difficult, since organic headaches tend to be
sub-acute to acute, isolate4 headaches of increasing
intensityr2'1s.

A patient uith a fitntnl lwad-
aEIu ,nndp wonw bV studry'W,

ffi#trypceqwfun@d

A mW eleua,tudBP is NOT a
tea^son tn lnbel a haadfrfrIw'IryWftensiild

Finally I want to comment that a mildly elevated blood
prcssure is NOT a reason for Iabelling a headache as
"hypertensive". Nor does a patient with a frontal headache,
made worse by studying, necessarily need glasses. It might
be more rewarding to get to lmow the patient's problem
and the patient himself betber by means of a thorough
history.
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